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Finally, Organically Grow and Run Your Blog on Autopilot... While Generating a Highly Targeted List... by

Following this Simple Step by Step Blueprint! Blogging is time consuming...But its powerful. Thats a fact!

Building your email list is also powerful. Thats also a fact! Time can be an issue, so youre about to

encounter a system that will help you save time, save money, and speed up your list building process,

while being seen in your niche as the expert. Lets start by talking about Blogging... Every day or every

week, you have to take the time to write an article, log into your blogging platform, post your article title,

article body, and more. Why cant you just do it all at once, in the beginning, when you have time? Now

lets talk about building your list... If you dont have an email list, then you are missing out on thousands of

dollars in profits, each and every week. In fact, many business owners like you, in all sort of niches, make

a lot of their money from their lists. List building is absolutely critical to earning a huge income online.

Building a list takes time, if you do it all yourself. However, I am going to show you a method that you can

use, to generate a constant flow of traffic, that will be eager to sign up on your list. You see, theres a

difference between building a list of people that really want what you have to offer, and building a list that
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cant remember why they signed up in the first place. So you see where Im going with this? You can

...Combine the power of BLOGGING + LIST BUILDING This 6 part video series was created for you, so

you can automate your blogging, to act as a way to generate a constant flow of traffic, which will

ultimately build your list. Not only that, it will cost you from next to nothing, to a few cents, to get these

high targeted prospects onto your list. You will however, need to have your own domain name and web

hosting, because we will be using the Wordpress blogging platform. Heres a list of this 6 part video series

in more details: Video #1: Introduction - How it works and what you need By now, you already understand

the power of combining blogging and list building? However, before you begin to implement this system,

you have to understand the basic concepts, and what tools you need. We have laid out the groundwork

for you, so once you do understand these basic concepts...then you can move on to the action steps.

Video #2: Get Your Content Content, Content, Content. Before you start blogging, you will need content

for at least five or more posts, so that you can start the automation process. But how? Well, its actually

very easy, and we will show you, how to take a few short cuts in this particular video. Youll also learn

what methods to use to get your prospects to take action and sign up to your list. Video #3: Installing

Wordpress & Finding Wordpress Themes Now its time to install wordpress and make it look nice. I think

this is self explanatory, and if you have Cpanel hosting, you should be able to do this with a few clicks.

However, I wont assume you know how to do this, and leave you in the dark. I want you to get it right, so I

am going to show you, every step of the way.y. Video #4: Wordpress Plugin Blog Automation In this

video, you will learn which wordpress plugins are good to use for automating your blog posting. This is

vital to the automated part of your blog, and will make your life easier and save you time. Once youve

automated your blog, what next? Video #5: Marketing - Getting Your Blog Indexed Fast In this video, you

will learn an easy to use marketing method, that will get your blog indexed fast...I mean within a few

hours, to just a few days. We will explain more about this, in this particular video Video #6: Marketing -

Getting Ranked Quickly In Video #5 we taught you how to quickly get your blog indexed into the search

engines. In this video, you will learn an easy to use marketing method, that will increase your blogs rank

in Google, Yahoo, and other popular search engines. If you have the drive to succeed, then this is the

most risk-free way to build your list without spending an additional dime! Instant Download After Purchase

You will receive: * Videos: 6 part in MP4 format; * Resale Right Licence; * Sales Promo Video; * Ready to

use Sales Letter; * Ready to use Sales Website with Promo Video; * Extra Graphics (source PSD).
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